LOWER LEVEL ENTRANCE

1. Luigi Valadier
   *Herm of Bacchus*, 1773
   Bronze, *alabastro a rosa, bianco e nero antico*, and *africano verde*; lacquered and golden patina
   H. 68 7/8 inches
   Galleria Borghese, Rome
   Photo: Mauro Magliani

2. Luigi Valadier
   *Herm of Bacchus (detail)*, 1773
   Bronze, *alabastro a rosa, bianco e nero antico*, and *africano verde*; lacquered and golden patina
   H. 68 7/8 inches
   Galleria Borghese, Rome
   Photo: Mauro Magliani
3. Luigi Valadier
_Herm of Bacchus_ (detail), 1773
Bronze, _alabastro a rosa, bianco e nero antico, and africano verde_; lacquered and golden patina
H. 68 7/8 inches
Galleria Borghese, Rome
Photo: Mauro Magliani

LOWER LEVEL SOUTH GALLERY

4. Luigi Valadier
_Table with Dodecagonal Porphyry Top_, 1773
_Giallo antico, portasanta, bianco e nero antico, gilt wood, gilt bronze, and porphyry_
36 5/8 × 55 1/8 × 34 5/8 inches
Galleria Borghese, Rome
Photo: Mauro Magliani

5. Luigi Valadier
_Clock for Don Abbondio Rezzonico_, 1765–70
Gilt bronze, shagreen, and other materials
Clock: 26 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 6 3/4 inches
Bracket: 12 5/8 x 13 3/8 x 8 5/8 inches
Private Collection
6. Luigi Valadier  
*Lamp for the Marriage of Two Members of the Vinci and Morrone Families from Fermo, 1770–80*  
Silver  
H. 32 7/8 inches  
Private Collection, Rome

7. Luigi Valadier  
*Casket (cantinetta) for Wine Bottles with the Coat of Arms of Henry Benedict Stuart, Cardinal Duke of York, before 1788*  
Gilt silver  
13 × 13 3/8 × 9 inches  
Giordano Art Collections, Italy

8. Luigi Valadier  
*Coffee Pot with the Chigi Coat of Arms, 1777*  
Silver  
H. 15 inches  
Private Collection  
Photo: Michael Bodycomb

9. Luigi Valadier  
*Soup Tureen (terrine) and Tray, ca. 1780*  
Silver  
Tureen 17 3/8 × 13 3/4 × 8 1/4 inches  
Tray 19 1/4 × 11 3/4 inches  
Private Collection
10.

Luigi Valadier
*Spoon*, 1783
Gilt silver
H. 8 5/8 inches
Collection Olivier and Desiree Berggruen
Photo: Michael Bodycomb

11.

Luigi Valadier
*Drawing of a Trembleuse*, signed (before 1763)
Pen and brown ink, with brown and ochre wash on paper
13 1/8 × 9 3/8 inches
Private Collection
Photo: Michael Bodycomb

**LOWER LEVEL NORTH GALLERY**

12.

Luigi Valadier
*St. Louis*
Silver and gilt metal
48 × 13 × 15 inches
Cathedral of Santa Maria la Nuova, Monreale
Photo: Mauro Magliani
13. Luigi Valadier  
*St. Benedict*  
Gilt bronze and silver  
44 1/8 × 13 × 15 inches  
Cathedral of Santa Maria la Nuova, Monreale  
Photo: Mauro Magliani

14. Luigi Valadier  
*St. Rosalia*  
Gilt bronze and silver  
42 1/8 × 13 × 15 inches  
Cathedral of Santa Maria la Nuova, Monreale  
Photo: Mauro Magliani

15. Luigi Valadier  
*Cardinal Orsini Mass Service, ca. 1768*  
Gilt silver  
Cathedral of San Nicola, Muro Lucano  
Photo: Mauro Magliani
16. Luigi Valadier
_Ewer from the Orsini Mass Service_, ca. 1768
Gilt silver
h. 11 3/4 inches
Cathedral of San Nicola, Muro Lucano
Photo: Mauro Magliani

17. Luigi Valadier
_Chalice from the Orsini Mass Service_, ca. 1768
Gilt silver
H. 10 1/2 inches
Cathedral of San Nicola, Muro Lucano
Photo: Mauro Magliani

18. Luigi Valadier
_Cruets for Wine and Water from the Orsini Mass Service_, ca. 1768
Gilt silver
H. 6 5/8 inches
Cathedral of San Nicola, Muro Lucano
Photo: Mauro Magliani
OVAL ROOM

19. Luigi Valadier
   *Vase, ca. 1775–80*
   Rosso Appennino marble and gilt silver
   8 3/4 x 5 7/8 x 3 7/8 inches
   The Frick Collection
   Photo: Michael Bodycomb

20. Luigi Valadier
   *The Egyptian Clock, 1785*
   Hardstones, various marbles, gilt bronze, and mosaic (by Cesare Aguatti)
   24 3/4 x 14 1/8 x 9 1/2 inches
   Private Collection
   Photo: Mauro Magliani

21. Luigi Valadier
   *Two Tazzas, ca. 1780*
   White marble and gilt bronze
   H. 7 5/8 inches
   Private Collection
   Photo: Mauro Magliani
22. Luigi Valadier

*The Triumph of Bacchus*, 1780

Agate, alabaster, ancient hardstones, ancient glass paste, gold, gilt metal and gilt bronze

24 3/4 x 25 x 6 1/8 inches

Musée du Louvre, Paris

© RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY. Photo: Les frères Chuzeville

23. Luigi Valadier

*Reduction of the Temple of Mercury*, ca. 1778

Lapis lazuli, amethyst, garnet, red porphyry, portasanta, green porphyry, and gilt bronze

17 7/8 x 17 3/8 inches

Museo Arqueológico Nacional, Madrid

24. Luigi Valadier Workshop

*Drawing of the Temple of Mercury*, ca. 1778

Pen and brown ink, with colored wash

15 1/8 x 8 7/8 inches

Museo Napoleónico, Rome

© Sovrintendenza Capitolina ai Beni Culturali Napoletano
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